12.0.1 eIRB Interim Release Notes

Miscellaneous Enhancements/Fixes
1. Email notification templates updated
   a. CPC Reviewer Notice updated and added CPC web address
   b. CPC Administrative Reminder updated and added CPC web address
   c. CRSO Awaiting Final Approval Notice link to eResearch removed
   d. CR Co-PI Signature Required Notice typo fixed
   e. Notification of Study Closure added exception for CRSO, PRMO requests
2. Application page changes
   a. 08. Drugs source column removed from display
   b. 09. Devices, added N/A choice in CMS Category for non-IDE devices
   c. 12.1 RDSP help text study records typo fixed
3. Study Organization name Psychology and Neuroscience updated
4. Safety Events workflow turns can edit flag off from Concerns Pending state
5. RDSP workflow checks for required fields on Trainee Research submit